Introduction
Knowledge of the gas fraction and depletion time of galaxies beyond the peak epoch of cosmic star formation rate (SFR) density, i.e. at redshifts z > 2 is critical to determine their main mode of star formation and the efficiency of the star formation process. The study of galaxies in this redshift range is especially interesting in the context of potential discrepancies between the relative shape of the dark matter halo gas accretion rate and the measured evolution of the specific star formation rate (sSFR). For example, comparison between observations and predictions from cosmological simulations can test how efficiently accreted gas is incorporated into the gaseous disks and converted to stars, e.g. gas fractions are fairly sensitive to the prescription used for the conversion of cold gas into stars (see recent review by Somerville & Davé 2015) .
The evolution of the gas fraction and depletion time beyond z∼2.5 is currently less well constrained than at lower redshifts (e.g. the recent compilation by Genzel et al. 2015) , as much less objects have their cold gas fraction measured. Studies so far have focused on small samples consisting of lensed galaxies (e.g. Saintonge et al. 2013; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2015 ) and non-lensed objects (Magdis et al. 2012; Tan et al. 2014 ) for direct detections.
Normal star forming galaxies are observed to form a tight relation in the SFR vs. stellar mass plane that is often referred to as 'main sequence' (MS) of star forming galaxies (Noeske et al. 2007 ) whose normalization is a strong function of redshift (for recent determinations at our redshift range of interest, see e.g. Tasca et al. 2015) . Recently, Bethermin et al. (2015) extended the analysis to z = 4 using infrared stacking and Scoville et al. (2016) presented the first direct measurements for galaxies on and off the main sequence out to z ≈ 4.4. These studies provide first important constraints on the gas fraction and depletion time suggesting that star formation in main sequence galaxies, i.e. normal star forming galaxies, proceeds in a similar fashion to low redshift galaxies.
Probing the cold or molecular gas mass directly for z > 3 main sequence galaxies is very challenging even in the era of ALMA, as the expected strength of the CO emission lines requires long integration times. Furthermore, ALMA can typically only access high-J transitions (CO(3-2) is the lowest transition accessible for such sources) which are more prone to excitation effects and their relation to the bulk amount of molecular gas present is less straight-forward (see, e.g., Carilli & Walter 2013) . The only possibility to quickly assemble sizable samples is to use the large bandwidth available for continuum detections and rely on the observed tight relation between cold dust mass and neutral (i.e. molecular and atomic) gas mass (e.g. Hildebrand 1983 ). This gas-to-dust ratio technique can either use the full information from the infrared spectral energy distribution or rely on a direct, locally calibrated relation between the sub-mm dust continuum and the cold gas mass (e.g. Magnelli et al. 2014; Scoville et al. 2014; Groves et al. 2015) . In general this method seems to lead to results that are in good agreement with CO-based gas masses (Genzel et al. 2015) and has become increasingly popular (Magdis et al. 2012; Santini et al. 2014; Magnelli et al. 2014; Scoville et al. 2014 Scoville et al. , 2016 Bethermin et al. 2015) . Both methods (via CO line or dust continuum) rely on local calibrations and thus exhibit a dependency on metallicity. Therefore studies of high-redshift galaxies, particular on the low mass end, can be significantly affected by our ability to measure or statistically infer gas phase metallicities (e.g. Bethermin et al. 2015) .
The sample, its properties and the data used for their determination are described in §2. The gas mass estimation and results on the gas fraction and depletion time are presented in §3 and discussed in §4. We summarize and conclude in §5. Throughout the paper we assume a cosmology with H 0 = 70, Ω M = 0.3 and Ω Λ = 0.7 (for ease of comparison to other work in the literature) and use a Chabrier initial mass function for the stellar mass and SFR determination.
Sample and Data

Sample Selection
To study the cold gas fraction and the gas depletion time at a redshift of z ∼ 3 − 4, we selected a sample of massive star forming galaxies in the COSMOS field to be observed with ALMA. Our initial sample selection is based on the phot-z catalog of Ilbert et al. (2013) selecting all sources with good phot-z estimates (∆z < ±0.2) in the range z phot = 3.0 − 4.0, and masses determined by LePhare (Arnouts et al. 1999 (Arnouts et al. , 2002 Ilbert et al. 2006 ) with log(M ⋆ [M ⊙ ]) > 10.5 (corresponding to UltraVISTA magnitudes of K s 23 mag (McCracken et al. 2012) ). To select star-forming galaxies, we cross-matched our sample with the Muzzin et al. (2013) catalog and selected all objects with a MIPS 24µm counterpart of ∼ 3σ in the Muzzin et al. (2013) catalog, and with standard rest-frame UV-optical colors expected for star forming systems (based on the J − [4.5](IRAC2) color versus M z ). This selection resulted in 73 sources. We added an additional 13 objects with spectroscopic redshifts in our redshift and stellar mass range from a preliminary analysis of the VIMOS Ultra Deep Survey (VUDS, Le Fevre et al. 2015 ) that matched our star-forming requirements, resulting in a total of 86 potential target galaxies.
For the analysis presented here we updated the photometry and redshift determination of this initial sample based on the COSMOS2015 catalog of Laigle et al. (2016) . This catalog includes new Y JHK s imaging from the UltraVISTA DR2 release, Y band imaging from Hyper Suprime-Cam and deeper SPLASH data at 3.6 and 4.5µm (SPitzer Large Area Survey, PI: Capak; Steinhardt et al. 2014) . The photometric redshifts are determined using the template-fitting LePhare code based on the updated photometry using the fluxes computed within 3 ′′ apertures. (Furthermore, we remeasured the MIPS24µm and PACS100µm fluxes; see §2.3 for details.)
For 22 sources of our initial sample, spectroscopic redshifts with high quality (flag ≥ 2, > 75% probability of being correct) exist to-date, 15 from VUDS (Le Fevre et al. 2015) and 7 sources mainly from zCOSMOS-deep (Lilly et al. 2007) . For these sources we use the spectroscopic redshifts instead of the photometric ones, which are consistent in all but 2 cases. With these new redshifts, 7 of our original 86 sources have z < 2.8. Excluding these sources, the median redshift of our sample is z = 3.2 with the highest redshift being z = 3.8.
ALMA Data
The 86 target fields were observed as part of an ALMA Cycle 2 program (2013.1.00151.S, PI Schinnerer). The observations were optimized for continuum detections at 240 GHz (corresponding to ∼300µm rest-frame at the median sample redshift of z = 3.2) using the correlator in TDM mode with the four spectral windows centered at 231 GHz, 233 GHz, 247 GHz, and 249 GHz yielding a total bandwidth of 7.5 GHz. The target fields were observed with typically 38 antennas between 25 and 30 of December 2014 for a total of 2.0min on-source integration time, with 24 fields receiving an additional 0.5min on-source time. The quasar J1010-0200 served as phase calibrator in all observations, for bandpass and flux calibration J1058+0133, J0750+1231, J0854+201, J0825+0309, J1037-295, Ganymede, and Callisto were observed. We used the calibrated data products provided by the ALMA project. The resolution and rms achieved is 1.8"×1.1" (1.7"×1.1") and 66 (71) µJy/beam for the 24 (62) fields with (without) additional observing time when using natural weighting.
We CLEANed all four spectral windows together using the 'mfs' mode down to 3σ without setting a CLEAN box and using up to 1,000 iterations. The final images cover an area of 39"×39" with a pixel size of 0.18", sufficient to encompass the primary beam FWHM of 23" at 240 GHz.
Stellar Mass and Star Formation Rate (SFR) Estimation
Due to the up-dated redshift information for about 25% of our objects and the better photometry available, we re-determined the stellar mass and SFR for each ALMA target.
Given the expected large amounts of gas and dust present in our targets, we cannot rely on the UV emission alone to estimate the SFR due to the large, uncertain correction factors We verified that our average SFR is consistent with the mean and median SFR determined from the stacked IR SED (see §3.1). Moreover, the resulting average SED obtained via
MagPhys agrees very well with the stacked SED. While the SFRs of individual sources will suffer from the usual (systematic) uncertainties that are unavoidable for sources with poor sampling of their rest-frame infrared to sub-mm SED, the average SFR of our sample is hence robustly determined.
We have also identified 12 possible AGN in our sample by cross-matching with the Chandra COSMOS Legacy survey (Civano et al. 2016) , and through a mid-IR excess (i.e. Mid-IR excess AGN were identified via offsets in the IRAC photometry (in particular at 8µm) compared to the fitted MagPhys SED, which could not be reproduced by any reasonable stellar SED. Two sources have clear (e.g. S/N > 5) X-ray detections, while six more have weak X-ray detections, which we also classify as AGN. Seven sources have noticeable IR excesses, three of which also have X-ray detections.
In Fig. 1 we show the location of our z∼3.2 sample in the SFR vs. M ⋆ plane with respect to the location of the 'main sequence' of star forming galaxies at redshift z ≈ 3 (Magdis et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2010; Heinis et al. 2014; Bethermin et al. 2014; Tasca et al. 2015; Schreiber et al. 2015; Tomczak et al. 2016) 2 . Our ALMA detections sample the main sequence at high stellar mass (log(M ⋆ [M ⊙ ]) ≈ 10.3 − 11.5) and are not biased towards a
Results
240 GHz Continuum Detection and Gas Mass Measurements
For the detection of sources in our 86 target fields we use the source extraction software of Karim et al. (2013) that was developed for continuum source extraction in ALMA imaging data. The software automatically identifies sources at ≥ 2.5σ and determines the flux based on a comparison of a three (assuming an unresolved source) and six parameter (assuming a resolved source) Gauss fit in the image plane. A total of 47 of our 86 targeted 2 In the compilation of main sequences used by the 2-SFM framework ) and up-dated with recent sSFR measurements Schreiber et al. 2015; Steinhardt et al. 2014; Bethermin et al. 2014; Tasca et al. 2015) , galaxies with stellar
(the typical mass of our sample galaxies) show no evidence for an evolution of their sSFR values for 3 ≤ z ≤ 4 and have an average sSFR of ∼ 3 Gyr
with an rms dispersion of 0.13 dex. This is in good general agreement with other sSFR compilations (e.g. by Speagle et al. 2014) sources are detected at or above 3σ (for the peak), with 45 (52%) lying at a redshift of z > 2.8. We use the integrated fluxes from the 6 parameter fit and verified that it gives consistent results for unresolved sources. We further tested that Gaussian fits at the position of the optical/near-IR sources result in similar values. For the ease of comparison of serendipitous detections in our target fields in future work we use the values provided by the blind extraction software.
Based on the completeness tests done by Karim et al. (2013) up to 5% of our detected sources (corresponding to ∼2 sources) could be spurious for a full sample of blind detections.
Given that we are searching at predetermined positions, the probability is even lower, as our fields contain about 350 independent beams, so the chance that a spurious source would end up in the center is about 0.3% (if there is one source per field). The typical number of sources detected per field is about 7, thus there is a ∼2% chance that such a source would end up at the position of our targeted objects. Therefore we are confident that all our detections are real.
To convert the observed 240 GHz flux density into a cold gas mass, we make use of the observed relation between cold dust luminosity and gas mass (similar to, e.g., Scoville et al. 2014 Scoville et al. , 2016 . Recently, Groves et al. (2015) calibrated relations between mono-chromatic IR luminosities at 250, 350 and 500 µm and neutral (atomic plus molecular) gas mass using high quality observations for 36 local galaxies from the KINGFISH survey (Kennicutt et al. 2011 ). These calibrations implicitly include the effects of metallicity through the variation within the calibration sample. The calibration between monochromatic luminosity and gas mass becomes steeper and has larger scatter at shorter IR wavelengths because of the effect of dust temperature, and its correlation with stellar mass and metallicity. Here we adopt the relations for the high-mass sample, i.e. log(M ⋆ ) > 9.0 at rest-frame 250 and 350 µm (see Tab. 6 Groves et al. 2015) and linearly interpolate the coefficients to match the observed rest-frame wavelengths:
where
and
As discussed by Groves et al. (2015) the mono-chromatic IR luminosity relations are similar to other methods advertised such as, e.g., the calibration of the 850 µm luminosity by Scoville et al. (2014 Scoville et al. ( , 2016 . We verified that gas masses derived using the Scoville et al.
(2014) prescription are consistent with our results within the (systematic) uncertainties.
The metallicities of high redshift galaxies are highly uncertain given the changes in the physical properties in these galaxies (see e.g. Kewley et al. 2013 Kewley et al. , 2015 . Thus we assume that the metallicities of massive galaxies at our epoch of interest are broadly consistent with local objects of similar masses. However, there are suggestions that the metallicities of massive galaxies have increased since z∼3 to now, with suggestions of around a factor of 2 (e.g. Maiolino et al. 2008; Troncoso et al. 2014; Onodera et al. 2016) . If this is the case our determinations for the gas mass of our sample are likely underestimated (by approximately 0.3 dex), as we overestimate the metallicity and hence the Dust-to-Gas ratio in our detected sample. Note that the presumably higher dust temperature for galaxies at our redshifts (e.g. such a systematic trend.
As a further confirmation, we also derived the average gas mass of our detected sources in the redshift range z=2.8 to 3.7 through determining the gas mass from stacking of the (Spitzer and Herschel) infrared data centered on our detected source positions.
We use the methodology of Magnelli et al. (2014) as used for Genzel et al. (2015) , i.e. a modified Draine & Li (2007) model is fitted to the IR data points plus the average 240 GHz ALMA flux density, providing a mean dust temperature and dust mass for the sample.
The average dust mass obtained with this approach is then converted into a gas mass by applying the metallicity dependent dust-to-gas ratio for z ∼ 0 star-forming galaxies found by Leroy et al. (2011) . The average metallicity of our detected sources is derived using the stellar mass-metallicity relation at their average redshift as found in Genzel et al. (2015) .
Comparison of the average metallicity of our detection sample based on the Genzel et al. The mean gas mass derived from the fit to the stacked infrared SED of M gas (M ⊙ ) IRSED = 10.89 (with a full accounting of the potential effect of the massmetallicity relation) is remarkably similar to the mean gas mass from the mono-chromatic approach of M gas (M ⊙ ) L300 = 10.84 . We take this as an indication that no strong systematic biases are present between results from these two approaches when comparing the same high-mass objects.
For the subsequent analysis we restrict the sample to objects with ALMA detections in the redshift range of z=2.8 to 3.7. These objects have a robust determination of their SFRs due to the inclusion of the ALMA fluxes, as our re-measuring of the IR photometry for all objects sometimes led to a significant change in the MIPS24µm flux. These 45 objects sample fairly well the SFR versus stellar mass M ⋆ plane (see also Fig. 1 
Gas Fraction and Gas Depletion Time
In the following we combine the estimates of stellar mass, SFR and gas mass for our 45 detections at 2.8 ≤ z < 4 to study the evolution of the gas fraction, defined as µ gas = M gas /M ⋆ and gas depletion time, defined as t depl. = M gas /SFR. We compare our measurements to lower redshift results available from the literature as well as empirical predictions for main sequence galaxies (at our target redshift) from the 2-SFM model . The 2-SFM predictions are based on (a) a log-linear, redshiftindependent star-formation law (calibrated for z < 2.5 MS galaxies) relating SFR and molecular gas mass, and (b) the observed redshift-evolution of the specific SFR of main sequence galaxies. We remind the reader that values derived for individual galaxies have significant uncertainties and might suffer from systematic uncertainties. However, given the independent cross-checks on the average properties done in §2.3 and 3.1, we expect that average trends described in the following are robust.
Relevance of Being on the main sequence of Star Forming Galaxies
In Fig. 2 (a) we show the deviation of the measured gas fraction µ gas relative to the expected 3 gas fraction (µ gas / µ gas MS ) of a star forming galaxy located exactly on the mean main sequence locus. Gas fractions are predicted (grey shaded areas in Fig. 2 ) to vary significantly as a function of offset sSFR/ < sSFR > MS from the main sequence. In keeping with expectations, we do see a trend in our data that galaxies below the main sequence, i.e.
with lower SFR for a given stellar mass, exhibit a lower gas fraction while galaxies above the main sequence have a higher gas fraction. Over the range of specific SFR probed by our galaxies (±0.7 dex or from 20% to 500% of the main sequence value), their gas fractions range over 1.5 dex (from ∼ 20% to 600% of the average main sequence value). This trend is consistent with the 2-SFM predictions, thus implying a close correlation between SFR and M gas as observed in z < 2.5 galaxies.
A similar plot is shown for the deviation of the depletion time relative to the average depletion of the main sequence t depl. / t depl. MS in Fig. 2 (b) . As expected from the correlation seen in Fig. 2 (a) , the variation as a function of distance from the main sequence is less pronounced for sources with values less than three times the MS value. Again, the data mainly follow the predicted trend from the 2-SFM model, also for sources in the transition to the starburst regime. The scatter for t depl. and µ mol. is consistent with that seen at lower redshift used to predict the 2-SFM distribution. No obvious differences in the distribution of star forming galaxies and galaxies potentially hosting an AGN can be seen for either quantity.
3 Given the stellar mass of an average MS galaxy its SFR is determined by the sSFRevolution of MS galaxies. The (molecular) gas mass of this galaxy is given by the trend line of the integrated M ⋆ − M gas relation in Fig. 5 . The stellar and gas masses have then been combined to form the expected gas fraction µ gas if a 'typical' MS galaxy.
A clear link between µ gas and sSFR has already been reported for local and high redshift (z< 3) galaxies (e.g. Saintonge et al. 2012; Magdis et al. 2012; Bothwell et al. 2014; Genzel et al. 2015; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2015) . Our data suggests that the steep trend in t depl. with sSFR reported in the literature (e.g. Saintonge et al. 2011b; Genzel et al. 2015; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2015) could at least partially be due to the transition to more starburst-like objects as indicated by the 2-SFM model predictions and the distribution of our few sources. As the transition region in the 2-SFM model encompasses about 1 orders of magnitude and small errors on the sSFR determination could lead to large scatter, dedicated high quality observations will be required to further test this.
Time Evolution
We compare the gas fraction µ gas = M gas /M ⋆ for our z ∼ 3.2 sample to the predicted evolutionary trends from the 2-SFM model as well as literature values for larger samples (Genzel et al. 2015; Bethermin et al. 2015; Scoville et al. 2016) in Fig. 3 Bethermin et al. 2015) or be due to small number statistics , include only 6 galaxies in their z = 4.4 measurement).
Our objects show a trend of gas fraction with specific SFR (as highlighted by the symbol color used in Fig. 3 and expected from § 3.2.1) covering more than one order of magnitude at z≈3.2. An exception are those galaxies that lie more than 2.5× above the MS and do not follow the same trend due to their significantly different t depl. or star formation efficiency (SF E = t −1 depl. ) compared to MS galaxies. Our three AGN host galaxy candidates follow the overall trend of the remaining 42 galaxies.
This demonstrates how sensitive gas fraction measurements are on the range of SFRs sampled and illustrates how varying selection criteria in different studies may produce discrepant results. Sources located below the main sequence of star forming galaxies, i.e.
with SFR lower than the median galaxy, will bias the gas fraction toward lower values. It also underlines the importance of a good (or at least consistent) determination of the SFR when comparing different surveys or in other words the strong relation between M gas and SFR strongly affects the interpretation of µ gas . Our objects closest to the main sequence (color-coded dark green to black) typically lie closest to the expected value of µ gas ≈ 2, but they still show a significant scatter suggesting that the intrinsic gas fraction for galaxies on the main sequence has a wide distribution. (Note that some of the scatter is also due to the fact that our galaxies sample a range of stellar masses with different average gas fractions; see Fig. 4 .) Larger samples are required to confirm this behavior.
Comparison of the gas depletion time t depl. of our z ∼ 3.2 sample to the 2-SFM model trend and literature values for larger samples is presented in Fig. 3 (b) . Genzel et al. (2015) and Bethermin et al. (2015) which also follow the trend predicted by the 2-SFM model. According to data and model, t depl. may approach a plateau of t depl. ≈ 600 Myr for MS galaxies at z ≥ 3. Again, the mean values of the MS galaxies from Scoville et al. (2016) are fully consistent with the other data, with the exception of the z = 4.4 data which tends to values lower than predicted by the 2-SFM model, but still consistent within the expected scatter.
Our objects show no clear trend with specific SFR (as expected from §3.2.1) over almost two orders of magnitude at z≈3.2. An exception are the objects that lie more than 2.5× above the main sequence that all exhibit depletion times of 300 Myr and less. It is interesting to note that our scatter is similar to that from the IR stacking analysis by Bethermin et al. (2015) . This suggests that in addition to potential sample selection biases (fraction of starburst-like sources), a large intrinsic scatter could contribute to variations between different studies.
Trends with Stellar Mass
The gas fraction µ gas is slightly anti-correlated with stellar mass M ⋆ for our z=3.2 sample as shown in Fig. 4 . Our galaxies agree well with the general predicted trend by the 2-SFM model ), but they reveal an apparently steeper slope of µ gas (M ⋆ ) that is likely an artifact created by our detection limit (see long-dashed diagonal line in Fig. 4 ).
At fixed stellar mass, galaxies with high gas fractions are on average expected to correspond to MS galaxies well above the mean MS locus according to the 2-SFM framework (see colored band in background of Fig. 4) . In Fig. 4 we have colored our ALMA detections according to the actual (s)SFR-offset with respect to the MS. While there is an overall, broad agreement between expected and actual location of our data in Fig. 4 (in the sense that high-sSFR galaxies lie above the average µ gas vs. M ⋆ trend and low-sSFR galaxies below), the fact that the color of the individual symbols and the background color scheme do not match up perfectly evidences a non-neglible scatter of the SFR vs. M gas relation.
We will discuss this further in § 4. Note that galaxies with sSFR/ sSFR MS 3 have gas fractions similar to the average MS galaxy with identical mass due to their enhanced star formation efficiency (or lower t depl. ; see also Fig. 2) . It is interesting to note that most of the log(M ⋆ (M ⊙ )) > 11 galaxies are below the MS and also have the lower µ gas expected for objects with lower sSFR than the MS. However, the overall scatter is consistent with the range expected from the MS range probed by our galaxies.
Comparison of the trend from the 2-SFM model and our data to predicted relations from cosmological simulations and semi-analytical models (SAMs) compiled by Somerville & Davé (2015) shows that the observed gas fraction is typically a factor of ∼ 2×
higher. The dependence of µ gas on M ⋆ is probably stronger than seen in the cosmological models, though results appear to be very sensitive to the exact MS location of the sample studied. Our AGN host galaxies cover no preferred parameter space. A similar trend of µ gas is seen locally (Saintonge et al. 2011a; Bothwell et al. 2014 ) and also at higher redshift (e.g. Genzel et al. 2015; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2015) . No trend is obvious in our data when plotting t depl. against M ⋆ . Since our data cover the same parameter space as the z > 1 star forming galaxies compiled by Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. (2015, their Fig. 9) this might be an effect of our limited stellar mass range probed.
No change in global star formation process out to z > 3
The results from section §3.2 for t depl. and µ gas are (i) a redshift independent dependance on sSFR and (ii) a flattening of the redshift evolution at z ∼ 3. They imply that our z∼3 massive star forming galaxies follow the relation between SFR and gas mass (i.e. the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation) established for lower redshift galaxies. This relation is one key ingredient in the 2-SFM prescription (see Sargent et al. 2014) . Placing all our detections onto the SFR vs. gas mass plane (Fig. 5) shows that the z∼3 MS galaxies occupy the same space as lower redshift objects at 1.2 < z < 2.5. The amplitude of the scatter of our sample restricted to ±0.5 dex from the MS location (see inset in the bottom right corner) is about 1.7× larger than that observed for the reference MS samples (of ≈0.20 dex). It is interesting to note that there is a slight trend with MS location: galaxies well below the MS have a higher depletion time t depl. (or lower star formation efficiency) than objects well above the MS that typically have a lower t depl. (or higher star formation efficiency) than objects close to the MS. This is consistent with the trend seen in Fig. 2 b. The larger scatter in SFR is mainly caused by galaxies in the transition to starburst objects. The AGN host galaxies fall within the scatter of our star forming galaxies. The mean MS values of Scoville et al. (2016) are also consistent with the location of our data points.
Our z = 3.2 MS galaxies follow the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation as determined through the fit by Sargent et al. (2014) . This explicitly means that a single star formation prescription or 'law' describes the relation between molecular gas mass and star formation activity out to z > 3 -at least for MS galaxies. This was already concluded by Bethermin et al. (2015) from their IR stacking analysis.
The proposed redshift evolution of Saintonge et al. (2013) for t depl. of (1 + z) α (their Eq. 10) of 0.36 − 0.17 Gyr (for their α ∈ [−1.0, −1.5]) is inconsistent with our median t depl.
of 0.67 Gyr by a factor of 2×. In the equilibrium framework developed for the bath tub or reservoir model, it is assumed t depl. = t H M −0.3 star (Davé et al. 2011) . As the literature and our data all probe roughly MS galaxies with similar stellar masses of a few times 10 10 M ⊙ , the dependence should simplify to t depl. ∼ t H ∼ t dyn ∼ (1 + z) −1.5 (e.g. Davé et al. 2011 ). Based on the data available it seems that this assumption is not valid or no longer valid at z > 3. For µ gas the situation is less clear as our preferred redshift-independent dependence of µ gas on sSFR from the 2-SFM framework gives values consistent with µ gas = 1/(1 + (t depl. (z) * sSFR(z)) −1 )) (see, e.g., Fig. 11 of Saintonge et al. 2013) . As this equation is one of the equilibrium relations proposed by Davé et al. (2011) this implies that sSFR might evolve less strongly with redshift than assumed, i.e. a shallower evolution than sSF R ∼ (1 + z) 2.25 expected from cosmic inflow driven by gravitational infall (Davé et al. 2011) or the assumption of t dyn ∼ (1 + z) −1.5 is not correct implying that the relation between galaxy and halo mass would evolve. Similarly, the trends for µ gas (t depl. ) determined by Genzel et al. (2015) are not consistent at z ≈ 3.2 with the measurements for our MS galaxies. In any case observations at redshifts higher than z = 3 are required for a more definite answer.
An interesting consequence of the fairly constant t depl. and µ gas at z > 2 is the implication that the evolution in the cosmic star formation rate density at z > 2 for the high mass systems studied here is then driven by the number density of such star forming systems
and not a change of the gas reservoir available. This is in contrast to the explanation for the observed strong decline in the cosmic star formation density at z < 1 where Karim et al. (2011) argue that a decline in the cold gas reservoir is the root cause as the number density of (massive) star forming systems does not change. This might imply that we see the transition from the epoch of galaxy formation (at high z) to the epoch of star formation (at low z). The observed strong evolution of the UV luminosity function at z > 4 (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2015) suggests that the drop in the cosmic SFRD at these redshifts might be due to a combination of a decreasing number density of star forming systems and an evolution of their luminosity. If the luminosity evolution of the high mass systems is not as strong as inferred from the UV work, as suggested by Rowan-Robinson et al. (2016) based on an analysis of IR data, our original statement made for objects in the range 1.5 < z 3 can be extended to higher z. Lagos et al. (2015) show the expected evolution of µ gas and t depl. (their Fig. 11 ) for two different prescriptions of H 2 formation applied to a set of the EAGLE cosmological simulations. Our observed values are about 3× higher for both parameters than the predictions for MS galaxies with log(M ⋆ (M ⊙ )) > 9.7 based on the simulations. Lagos et al. (2015) explain the drop in gas fraction and depletion time beyond z≈3 with a lower H 2 formation efficiency than at z < 1 due to lower gas phase metallicity and higher star formation surface densities. The mismatch might be due to the fact that our observations are probing a higher mass range implying a strong dependence of H 2 formation efficiency on stellar mass or that some physics are not sufficiently captured by the simulations.
Our data allows for a first glimpse on a potential evolution within the main sequence. Tacchella et al. (2016) observe in their simulations the f ollowing trend : Galaxies above the MS compactify their gas reservoir leading to higher SFR, higher µ gas and shorter t depl. . Once the (central) gas reservoir is exhausted, galaxies drop below the MS with lower SFR, lower µ gas and longer t depl. . Our data is consistent with a MS trend in µ gas , however, a MS trend for t depl. is only evident once objects in transition to starbursts are taken into account. Thus to test this scenario further a larger sample and, more critically, morphological information on the gas reservoir, i.e. its size, are required.
In summary our ALMA observations of the gas mass in 45 z≈3.2 massive MS galaxies suggest that a single relation between gas mass and SFR is sufficient to explain the evolution of the gas fraction and depletion out to z > 3 for normal star forming galaxies. As already pointed out earlier our methods accounts for the contribution of molecular and atomic gas, while most of the other methods are calibrated for the molecular component only.
Given the close agreement between derived gas masses of our method and the calibration of Scoville et al. (2016) for our galaxies as well as the expected low atomic gas content at z > 3 (e.g. Obreschkow & Rawlings 2009; Popping et al. 2014; Lagos et al. 2011 ), we do not expect that this introduces large uncertainties for our sample galaxies.
Summary and Conclusions
We present 45 ALMA continuum detections of massive main sequence (MS) galaxies (with log(M ⋆ (M ⊙ ) = 10.7 and log(sSFR(yr −1 ) = −8.6) at z ≈ 3.2 in the COSMOS field. Conversation of the rest-frame sub-mm continuum luminosity to gas mass allowed us to derive the gas fraction µ gas = M gas /M ⋆ and gas depletion time t depl. = M gas /SFR.
Our data points are consistent with literature values reported at lower and higher redshifts for these parameters. Our median values of µ gas = 0.68 and t depl. = 0.68 Gyr imply a flattening of the redshift trends beyond z ≈ 2 inconsistent with the expected evolution for a strong dependence on dynamical time. The surprisingly good agreement with the predicted trends from the 2-SFM framework suggest that these analytic prescriptions are a good representation of the evolution of µ gas and t depl. -at least for massive MS galaxies out to z ∼ 4. It further implies that the relation between SFR and gas mass is constant and does not evolve over time.
We warmly thank the German ALMA ARC node for their excellent support for this project and R. Somerville for providing the information on the simulation predictions for our redshift range of interest. We also thank the referee for constructive comments. The gas fraction µ gas = M gas /M ⋆ relative to the average gas fraction of main sequence galaxies µ gas MS of our sample is shown as black symbols. Right, panel (b): The gas depletion time t depl. = M gas /SFR relative to the average gas depletion time of main sequence galaxies t depl. MS of our sample is presented by black symbols. Circles and diamonds indicate star forming galaxies and candidate AGN hosts. The cross marked with 'e' represents the typical error bars in each panel. It includes the scatter of sSFR measurements as reported in the literature, i.e. it also illustrates the systematic uncertainties relating to the exact normalization of the MS and also the bestfit Schmidt-Kennicutt relation. The dark gray line shows the predicted, redshift-invariant median trends from the 2-SFM framework Sargent et al. (2014) as a function of distance from the main sequence of star forming galaxies (with the gray band spanning the expected 1σ scatter around the average). The grey coloring fades out toward the extreme starburst regime which is not relevant to this study. Note that for low-z galaxies the contribution of atomic (HI) gas is not included in M gas . shown by large black triangles, while the median values compensated for the off-set of our sample from the main sequence are given by the large black star symbols. The median trend predicted by the 2-SFM model for main sequence galaxies ) is shown by the solid grey line, the dashed lines indicate the expected gas fraction (depletion time) for galaxies lying 1σ above or below the star-forming main sequence. Galaxies within 2σ of the average main sequence locus are predicted to lie within the light grey band. Note that for low-z galaxies the contribution of atomic (HI) gas is not included in M gas . In addition, the average gas fraction derived from CO line observations (black open circles) and from stacked dust SEDs (black diamonds) at lower redshifts from the compilation by Genzel et al. (2015) is shown together with recent results using stacked dust SEDs in the COSMOS field (dark grey triangles, Bethermin et al. 2015 ) and sub-mm continuum measurements (black filled circles, Scoville et al. 2016 ).
-39 - Fig. 4 .-Gas fraction µ gas versus stellar mass M ⋆ at z ∼ 3.2. Our z=3.2 sample is colorcoded based on distance from the main sequence of star forming galaxies at z ∼ 3.2 (see color bar on top of panel). Star forming galaxies are indicated as circles, potential AGN hosts as diamonds. The typical error bar marked with an 'e' is shown in the top right corner. The completeness limit (dark gray, dashed line) is dictated by our 3σ flux limit at z ≈ 3.2, log(M gas [M ⊙ ]) = 10.48. The predicted trend of gas fraction µ gas (M ⋆ ) from 2-SFM ) is shown with the same color-coding as our data points, the solid grey line gives the median trend (for remaining lines see color bar). The corresponding lines in black show the same information for local galaxies at z ∼ 0. The range of possible values predicted by cosmological simulations and semi-analytical models (SAMs) for MS galaxies compiled by Somerville & Davé (2015) is shown as the grey cross-hatched area. Note that for low-z galaxies the contribution of atomic (HI) gas is not included in M gas .
-40 - Fig. 5 .-Star formation rate (SFR) versus (molecular) gas mass. Our z=3.2 sample (point color-coded based on distance from the main sequence of star forming galaxies; color bar on top) scatters around the same power-law relation between SFR and gas mass occupied by 0 < z < 3 main sequence galaxies (marked 'MS'). For reference the location of high-efficiency starburst galaxies with ten-fold enhanced SFE (star formation efficiency) compared to MS galaxies is shown as well (black line labelled '10×SFE(MS)'). Star forming galaxies are shown as filled circles, while candidate AGN hosts as filled diamonds (open symbols are for z < 2.8 sources only) A representative error bar is indicated in the bottom left corner marked by
an 'e'. The reference sample is from the compilation of Sargent et al. (2014) and comprises local to z ∼ 2.5 galaxies on the main sequence. Note that for low-z galaxies the contribution of atomic (HI) gas is not included in M gas .
